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The Organization
Kiss the Ground is on a mission to awaken people to the possibilities of regeneration and inspires
participation in the movement through media, communications, education, workshops, immersive
programming, and advocacy. Since its founding in 2013, Kiss the Ground has created societal
awareness around the extraordinary potential of healthy soil, educating and activating millions
around regeneration.
How Kiss the Ground Was Born
Eight years ago, a group of friends gathered in Ryland Engelhart’s living room in Venice, CA, inspired
by one thing – healthy soil microbes, working with plants and animals, can sequester carbon from the
atmosphere. Their inspirational weekly meetings became the nonprofit Kiss the Ground. Their first “aha”
was soil carbon sequestration, but as they learned more, they discovered that communities all over the
world have been pushing forward “regeneration.” Many indigenous communities have always practiced
a regenerative, stewardship relationship to the planet, although they never called it “regeneration.”
In the decades before they sat in Ryland’s living room people such as The Regenesis Group, Carol
Sanford, Bob Rodale, and Allan Savory were using the word, and bringing forward a “regenerative”
vision for the future. When the founders of Kiss the Ground discovered it, they found that it was a
concept they could not shake. It has become a guiding vision for their lives and those they now
work with.
Kiss the Ground Programs

Kiss the Ground is leading the regenerative movement through inspirational and engaging programming
like its Media, Farmland, Stewardship, and Policy Programs.
Media Program
Kiss the Ground’s Media Program uses storytelling to educate, inspire, and connect millions to the
regenerative movement through short-films, mini docs, a podcast, branded collaborations, and other
content. Kiss the Ground has emerged as a leading voice in the regenerative movement because of
their ability to create inspiring, beautiful, and compelling media. When they were first established, there
was virtually no content that told the regenerative story or explained the concepts of drawdown, soil
regeneration, and agriculture as climate solutions. Recognizing that this movement needed awareness
to hit critical mass, Kiss the Ground’s focus and contribution began with creating media to broadcast this
new narrative. Their content continues to be highly sought after and used in a variety of contexts.

Farmland Program
The Farmland Program supports farmers and ranchers in their transition to regenerative agriculture by
providing access to soil health training, funding opportunities, educational resources, and a growing
community of regenerative producers and land stewards at various stages of regeneration. Through
their Regenerative Training Scholarships and Regenerating Communities Grants, Kiss the Ground is
able to directly invest in farmer education and on-the-ground projects to support them on the path to
transitioning. The organization’s goal is to demonstrate that regenerative agriculture is possible,
profitable, and impactful while uplifting and empowering farmers as leaders in the movement.
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The Organization (continued)
Stewardship Program
The Stewardship Program is an education platform, community, and resource hub that was created
to educate, inspire, and empower individuals to become powerful and impactful advocates for the
regenerative movement.
Policy Program
Kiss the Ground’s Policy Program builds political will for the regenerative agriculture movement by
supporting their community and the general public in getting involved in policy, and by working directly
with federal, state, and local policymakers to advance regenerative agriculture.

The central focus of Kiss the Ground’s policy work is its current Regenerate America™ initiative, an
unprecedented grass roots campaign to ensure the support of regenerative agriculture in the 2023 Farm
Bill and beyond. This coalition-driven campaign to reform the Farm Bill and shift resources in support of
regeneration is:
◼

◼

◼

◼

Centered around six key priorities for Farm Bill reform, compiled and edited by leading farmers,
agriculture educators, farm policy experts, and partner organizations;
Strengthened by a diverse coalition of preeminent farmers, ag groups, brands, and influencers;
Amplified by paid/earned/social media, high level media content, events, celebrity and influencer
engagement, and press; and

Supported by a massive grassroots campaign including petitions, letters to key lawmakers, and
a movement of farmers, as well as youth & students.

Kiss the Ground Documentary
September 22nd, 2021 marked the one-year anniversary of the release of Kiss the Ground, the gamechanging documentary narrated by Woody Harrelson that unearths the truth about our industrial food
system and its impact on our planet. The film sheds light on an alternative approach to farming called
regenerative agriculture and has captivated audiences with its simple, hopeful, attainable approach to
addressing climate change by rebuilding healthy soil.
“What makes the film so epic, is to see the massive jump in global awareness around the potential of
Regenerative Agriculture in just one year. Large scale farms and ranches are changing their approach
to agriculture as a result of seeing a movie. This was the dream of creating content that could transform
hearts and minds. We are excited for where this momentum will go, especially as citizens, businesses,
and policy makers start to align around regeneration as the goal,” -Ryland Engelhart, Co-Founder of
Kiss the Ground.
For more about the film, please visit: https://kissthegroundmovie.com/
Kiss the Ground is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization with a core staff of 20 professionals and a
projected budget for 2022 of nearly $4 million. Learn more about the organization and its mission
at https://kisstheground.com/about-us/.
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The Opportunity
This is an exciting moment for Kiss the Ground. After eight years of dedication and hard work, Kiss the
Ground’s founders, leaders, board, and staff have taken an idea developed during an inspirational
gathering of friends and grown it into one of the world’s leading organizations committed to advancing
the possibilities of regeneration.
Kiss the Ground has a unique and critical mission, and the organization has already made a significant
impact and developed an exceptional reputation, but its board of directors, executive leadership team,
and staff know there is a lot more to do.
With Regenerate America, Kiss the Ground and the nation have a historic opportunity to build massive
political will to create real change in our food & ag system. Recent years have brought new hope and
excitement to the soil health and regenerative agriculture movement. Kiss the Ground’s voices are being
heard and their work is gaining support in both public and private sectors. The Farm Bill––as the major
piece of legislation that determines our national approach to food and agriculture––represents the most
critical leverage point for shifting our nation’s agricultural system to one that is not only resilient, but
regenerative. Kiss the Ground believes “This is our opportunity.”
There is tremendous momentum in the organization and in the regenerative agriculture movement. To
continue this momentum, build on its success, and to realize the opportunity at hand, Kiss the Ground
needs to continue to elevate its organizational systems and structures to keep pace with its growth;
increase and diversify funding; and enhance its role in public policy development. To meet these
challenges and position the organization for continued success, Kiss the Ground needs a leader with
the experience, skills, and determination to further enhance and drive strategies to:
a. articulate a holistic, shared vision and actionable plan for its future;
b. increase operational efficiency, by enhancing current systems, resources, policies, procedures,
and programs to identify opportunities for improvement across all segments of the organization;
c. invest in staff and advance a collaborative culture that values staff input and development and
prioritizes diversity and inclusion;
d. elevate and diversify revenue, with an emphasis on maximizing and expanding existing revenue
streams, enhancing fundraising, and identifying opportunities to develop and implement new
revenue-generating strategies;

e. increase visibility and awareness of Kiss the Ground’s mission, programs, and services, and the
value and impact of the organization as a whole among key audiences, including the general
public, elected officials and policy-makers, corporate leadership, foundations, peer organizations,
and the media, locally, regionally, nationally, and internationally, and build and maintain
meaningful, lasting relationships within these audiences;
f. elevate Kiss the Ground’s advocacy efforts to ensure public support for regenerative agriculture;
g. and enhance program innovation and effectiveness to better inspire, educate, and engage local
communities and the world in the regenerative movement.
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The Opportunity (continued)
To help realize its goals and further support its mission, Kiss the Ground is seeking a visionary and
action-oriented leader to serve as its next Chief Executive Officer. The successful candidate will bring
a genuine interest and deep commitment to Kiss the Ground’s core mission and will embody a caring,
inclusive, and facilitative leadership style that inspires and empowers staff and volunteers, encourages
collaboration, and fosters innovation.
The organization has an engaged board of directors, a skilled executive leadership team, and a
passionate, caring, and knowledgeable staff committed to Kiss the Ground’s mission and the
communities it serves. With the search for a new Chief Executive Officer, Kiss the Ground is entering
a transitional period, inviting new opportunities for innovative leadership with the advantages of a strong
foundation and history of success. This is an exceptional opportunity for a proven leader to build on the
Kiss the Ground’s success, inspire and enact collaborative change and growth, and make a lasting
impact on the regenerative movement, awakening not just people, but the entire world, to the
possibilities of regeneration.

Position Summary
The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) will serve as Kiss the Ground’s lead executive and, in partnership
with the Board of Directors, executive leadership team, and staff, will be responsible for the overall
success of the organization. This includes leading and supporting the Board, executive leadership team,
and staff through the development, refinement, and execution of a holistic and unified strategic vision
and plan for Kiss the Ground, to maintain financial stability and increase internal operational efficiency;
enhance its collaborative, cross-functional culture; diversify and expand revenue; increase external
visibility and awareness; elevate influence over policy development, and enhance program quality and
impact; all to strengthen Kiss the Ground’s ability to better serve its mission.
Reporting to the Board of Directors, the CEO will work closely with the Board Chair and Executive
Committee, and will collaborate on visioning, strategic planning, and network and fund development
with Kiss the Ground’s co-founders, who are employed by and still actively engaged in the organization.
In partnership with the Kiss the Ground’s executive leadership team, the CEO will lead a staff of over
20 professionals. Read more about Kiss the Ground’s board and staff.
Externally, the CEO will serve as a spokesperson and advocate for Kiss the Ground to all audiences
and will work to strengthen and expand relationships important to the organization, including those
with potential funding sources, media, elected officials, government agencies, charitable foundations,
corporations, individuals, and within the communities Kiss the Ground serves. Internally, the CEO will
work closely with the Board, Board Chair, and executive leadership team, establishing policies,
providing clear direction, and ensuring effective implementation of the mission, future strategic plans,
and programmatic and revenue goals by engaging, inspiring, and supporting staff.
To accomplish all this, Kiss the Ground’s next CEO will demonstrate integrity; a transparent and
collaborative style; an enthusiasm for the mission of the organization; and a commitment to boldly
pursuing sustainable growth and change to move Kiss the Ground forward. Key responsibilities for
the next CEO include the following seven priority areas:
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Position Summary (continued)
1. Providing Visionary and Strategic Leadership to Sustain and Grow Kiss the Ground:
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Provide overall strategic leadership vision for Kiss the Ground; serving as a champion for
innovation, navigating issues, and increasing the organization’s reach and impact on all
communities it serves.
Establish an inclusive and transparent planning process with the Board, executive leadership
team, and staff to develop a shared vision for the future of Kiss the Ground and use this unified
vision to inform decision-making throughout the organization.
Collaborate with the Board, executive leadership team, and staff to develop and implement a
comprehensive strategic plan to move toward actualizing the vision; ensuring that the budget,
staff, and priorities are aligned with Kiss the Ground’s core mission and that the plan balances
the need for structure and proactive strategies with the need to be flexible and reactive as
unforeseen issues arise.
Prioritize and expand efforts to center diversity, equity, inclusion, and access as they relate to
the Kiss the Ground mission, and intentionally apply an environmental justice lens to all
decision-making and strategic planning within the organization.
Partner with the executive leadership team and Board to determine the pace at which priorities
can be advanced, decide which projects deserve primary attention, and monitor the rate at
which decisions are implemented.
Monitor trends in nonprofit management to assure Kiss the Ground’s plans and services reflect
best practices and anticipate potential challenges.
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Position Summary (continued)
2. Strengthening Kiss the Ground’s Infrastructure and Operations:
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

With the support of the executive leadership team and staff, provide overall leadership
and direction of all Kiss the Ground activities, managing day-to-day operations, finance,
HR, IT, etc., to ensure the organization is operating in an effective, efficient, and fiscally
responsible manner.
Maintain the financial health of the organization, including developing long- and short-range
financial plans, monitoring the budget and ensuring sound financial controls are in place;
set financial priorities to support the needs and goals of Kiss the Ground programs, services,
and staff.
Analyze current operating practices and costs and identify and explore opportunities to
increase efficiency, cost-effectiveness, and impact; using data and research to inform
key decisions.
Work with the executive leadership team to assess the condition and usage of existing
technology and resources, and develop strategies to meet future resource needs.
Stay informed of best practices and innovations in finance, human resources, revenue
development, operations, and overall nonprofit management and governance, and as
appropriate, adapt these to create maximum impact within Kiss the Ground and for the
communities it serves.

3. Sustaining and Supporting a Vibrant Staff Culture:
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Provide consistent leadership and clear direction to members of the executive leadership
team and staff at all levels. Define organizational and individual goals, specify responsibilities
and accountabilities for management personnel, and evaluate staff performance regularly.
Deploy resources efficiently and effectively, working with the executive leadership team to
balance staff workload and effort, and provide regular feedback and development opportunities
so staff can continuously grow and improve.
Inspire and mentor staff, and promote a caring, professional, and efficient work environment
that actively prioritizes diversity and inclusion, encourages innovation, supports professional
development, and promotes the success of all staff in establishing, executing, and achieving
goals that further the vision of Kiss the Ground.
Promote a culture that facilitates cross-functional collaboration, strengthens communications
and positive feedback loops throughout the organization, and values the impact that all
functional areas have on each other and the overall mission.
Integrate systems for staff development around the core concepts of regenerative
agriculture and soil health as well as the greater movement and Kiss the Ground’s
role within it.
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Position Summary (continued)
4. Strengthening Kiss the Ground’s Revenue and Resources:
◼

◼

◼

◼

Ensure there is sufficient revenue to meet Kiss the Ground’s operational needs and strategic
goals by increasing the efficacy of current revenue sources and identifying opportunities to
develop new sources.
In conjunction with the Board, executive leadership team, and development staff ensure an
effective fund development program and the stability and future sustainability of a balanced
mix of revenue sources and solicitation programs to include individual giving at all levels;
planned giving and bequests; corporate, government, and private foundation giving; events;
e-commerce and retail; and fee-based programming.
Participate actively in identifying, cultivating, and soliciting donor prospects, with a focus on
major donors, foundations, and government grants, and work with the executive leadership
team and staff to enhance an already strong culture of fund development within the
organization.
Work with the executive leadership team, staff, and board to design, implement, and monitor
comprehensive marketing and branding strategies to support Kiss the Ground’s fund
development efforts.
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Position Summary (continued)
5. Representing and Marketing Kiss the Ground Effectively with External Constituents:
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

In conjunction with the co-founders and executive
leadership team, serve as a lead spokesperson,
advocate, and relationship developer for the Kiss
the Ground brand, on all issues important to the
organization, its mission, and the communities it
serves, and represent Kiss the Ground with
various media outlets and at important functions
such as community and fundraising events,
public meetings, and professional conferences.
Partner with the Board, executive leadership
team, and staff to develop and implement
comprehensive, targeted, and proactive
marketing and branding strategies to raise
awareness of Kiss the Ground and communicate
the value of its programs and services to
external audiences.
Build and nurture external relationships and
employ proactive marketing and branding
strategies to enhance Kiss the Ground and
expand its reach, with a particular focus on
strengthening the Regenerate America Initiative
by engaging and enrolling strategic partners.
Constituents could include, elected officials and
policy makers, corporate, community, and civic
leaders, foundations, other nonprofit leaders,
the general public, media (traditional and digital),
and donors.
Lead the Board, executive leadership team,
and staff in developing and implementing
comprehensive plans to elevate Kiss the
Ground’s Regenerate America Initiative, which
focuses on advocacy and strengthening the
organization’s ability to drive policy change to
better support its mission.
Encourage and empower the Board and
staff to also serve as external ambassadors
and relationship developers to further
Kiss the Ground’s mission.
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Position Summary (continued)
6. Supporting and Enhancing Advocacy and Education Program Development:
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Advance the mission of Kiss the Ground by prioritizing and promoting programs that align
with the mission and support a unified vision for the organization.
Assure effective implementation of all Kiss the Ground programs and services by meeting
regularly with leadership to review policies and outcomes, staff performance, and feedback
from external partners and the general public.

Elevate program and service quality through regular assessment of service portfolio for
efficiency and effectiveness, alignment with mission, potential for impact, sustainability,
and funding.
Promote programs, services, and events that are produced in a cost-effective manner,
employing economy while maintaining a high level of service and responsiveness.
Ensure that Kiss the Ground’s programs and educational offerings are properly advertised and
that the audiences for these programs are expanding before other projects or pilot programs
are explored. Ensure that offerings like online courses that have already been created are
being utilized as both a major revenue stream and a means to fulfilling the mission.

7. Facilitating Governance and Board Development:
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Cultivate a strong and transparent working relationship with the Board and ensure open
and regular communication about the measurement of financial, programmatic, and impact
effectiveness against stated milestones and goals.
Partner with the Board Chair to enable the Board to fulfill its governance functions and facilitate
the optimum performance by the Board, its committees, and individual members.
Help the Board and its fund development committee(s) design, implement, and monitor viable
fundraising plans, policies, and procedures, and guide and enable board members to
participate actively in Kiss the Ground’s fund development process.
Collaborate with the Board and staff to maintain strong relationships with current strategic
partners and funding sources and engage and empower board members to participate in
efforts to build new relationships to benefit Kiss the Ground and its mission.
Work toward the creation of a more diverse and committed board, helping to identify and
recruit effective board members who represent a diverse range of demographics, including
age, gender, ethnic and cultural background, industry, and area of professional expertise,
with a particular focus on those steeped in soil health and regenerative agriculture and those
already playing a large role in key niche areas of the regenerative movement.
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Candidate Profile
The successful candidate will be a collaborative, inclusive, transparent, and proactive leader with the
professional experience and leadership attributes to inspire respect and shared vision among Kiss the
Ground’s executive leadership team, staff, board, external partners, and among the communities Kiss
the Ground serves. This leader will bring a servant leadership approach that prioritizes the needs of
these communities and of staff, as well as an understanding and appreciation for Kiss the Ground’s
mission and prior success, along with a vision for its future.
The CEO will have demonstrated ability in organizational administration with ten or more years of
relevant leadership and management experience. This executive will bring a deep passion and
commitment to regenerative agriculture and soil health, and should have a strong knowledge base
and appreciation of the opportunities and challenges facing environmentally based education and
advocacy organizations.
The ideal candidate will value a science-based approach to leadership, ideally gained through direct
experience in an organization focused on environmental education and advocacy. This leader will also
have many, if not all, of the qualifications and attributes listed in the following seven priority areas,
which match those listed in the Position Summary section:
1. Visionary and Strategic Organizational Leadership:
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

An action-oriented leader, with proven success driving unified vision, change, and growth
within an organization and translating broad goals into achievable steps.

Exceptional deductive reasoning, critical thinking, analytic, strategic planning, and synthesis
skills, with the intellectual curiosity and willingness to encourage and champion innovation,
and the ability to generate buy-in and develop consensus and excitement for new ideas,
while maintaining a sense of urgency and commitment to results to keep initiatives on track.
An entrepreneurial, self-motivated, confident and influential style that is coupled with
sensitivity and flexibility. A leader who is an advocate for growth and change and achieving
results collaboratively.
A forward-thinking outlook that embraces diversity, inclusivity, sustainability, technology,
wellness, and a wide range of progressive strategies. A leader who considers issues of
diversity, equity, inclusion, and access in decision-making and strategic planning, and is
mindful biases in their own decision-making and in that of others within the organization.
Character and substance: a person with the highest ethical and professional standards, as
well as the ability to manage the most sensitive and challenging issues with tact, diplomacy,
and discretion.
A humble, trustworthy, accountable leader, with a genuine interest, strong alignment, and
commitment to Kiss the Ground’s mission, along with the desire and willingness to work with
and value co-founders who have dedicated their lives to this mission.
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Candidate Profile (continued)
2. Operational and Administrative Leadership:
◼

◼

◼

◼

Demonstrated success integrating and coordinating diverse areas of management. Experience
overseeing the following areas is highly desired: finance; human resources; fund development;
marketing and communications; facilities management and development, planning and
evaluation; data analytics; and governance. Working knowledge of general business
operations in a nonprofit environment required.
A financially savvy leader with strong business
acumen, solid financial grounding, and a track
record of working with executive leadership on
effective budgeting and resource allocation, with
the ability to identify and explore opportunities to
increase operational efficiency and impact.
Strong understanding and demonstrated track
record of success utilizing technology for a range
of functions, along with an appreciation for research
and analytics and how data can inform and educate
decision-making.
Ability to oversee the management of day-to-day
details while maintaining a big-picture organizational
view. Prior experience successfully navigating an
organization through growth and/or change desired.

3. Staff Management and Support:
◼

◼

◼

◼

Demonstrated success managing and motivating
staff across a range of functional disciplines,
with experience recruiting, developing,
leading, evaluating, and retaining a diverse
and productive team of programmatic and
administrative staff.
An accessible, caring, facilitative leadership
style, with the ability to mentor, inspire, and empower staff with respect and kindness; a
commitment to transparency, collaboration, and fairness; and the ability to balance these with
the needs for expediency, decisiveness, and accountability. Ability to demonstrate a strong
sense of personal accountability and requires the same discipline from staff.
Success building a unified organizational culture, with collaborative, cross-functional teams.
A leader who acknowledges and celebrates individual and collective staff success.
Track record of prioritizing and promoting the professional development of staff, leadership,
and of self
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Candidate Profile (continued)
4. Resource Management and Development:
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Demonstrated success increasing efficiency of existing revenue sources and/or developing
and implementing new revenue-generating strategies.
Track record of partnering with staff and boards in creating and implementing successful
development plans and long-term fundraising campaigns through multiple revenue streams,
including individual and major giving, corporate and foundation giving, planned giving, events,
government contracts, e-commerce, and fee-based programming.
Ability, willingness, and desire to fundraise and build relationships to secure the financial
success of an organization, while promoting its mission.
Experience building and leveraging relationships for the benefit of an organization, including
utilizing relationships to identify and secure revenue.
Prior success partnering with staff to build individual and corporate giving programs; identifying
prospects, cultivating new donor relationships, and closing on individual gifts of $10,000 or
more and corporate sponsorships and partnerships of $50,000 or more on a regular basis
highly desired.

5. Staff Communications and External Relations:
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Strong written and oral communications skills, as well as the listening and interpersonal skills
to serve as an enthusiastic, charismatic, and credible ambassador for Kiss the Ground. Must
be comfortable with public speaking and with being interviewed by a range of media outlets.
Proven ability to build and nurture meaningful, lasting relationships with internal and external
stakeholders at all levels, and to educate, influence, and motivate key audiences, including
staff, board, key business leaders, elected officials and civic leaders, peer organizations, the
media, or other individuals who have an interest in the mission of Kiss the Ground.
Enthusiasm about utilizing social, cultural, political, and business relationships across the city,
region, state, country, and world to advance the mission of Kiss the Ground.

Track record of success partnering with staff and/or board members in developing and
implementing strategies to increase visibility and awareness, and/or advocate for an
organization, program, or individual desired. Experience, skill, and ability in advocacy,
government relations, marketing, public relations, issues management, and/or social media
marketing preferred.
Cultural humility and a commitment to equity and inclusion. Must embrace diversity of all kinds
and respectful of a wide range of backgrounds and experiences.
Experience guiding and enabling staff and board members to serve as external voices
and connectors for the organization.
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Candidate Profile (continued)
6. Advocacy and Education Program Development:
◼

◼

◼

Track record of leading high-quality, productive, efficient, advocacy-focused programs highly
desired. In-depth programmatic knowledge gained from experience within an environmental,
science-based organization focused on policy and advocacy is preferred.
Success partnering with program leadership and the Board in assessing efficiency and
effectiveness of programs and services, and developing new strategies to further an
organization’s mission.
An understanding of the importance of civic and community engagement, with a communitycentered approach that prioritizes including civic and community leadership in advocacy and in
implementation of mission-related policies and projects.

7. Governance and Board Development:
◼

◼

◼

◼

Experience partnering with a board in leading organizational change, including the skill and
ability to deal effectively with demanding situations, assessing all factors, and developing and
implementing successful solutions is highly desired.
Track record of facilitating strategic alignment within a board, ensuring a fair and balanced
planning process that prioritizes the mission and vision of the organization.
Success engaging a board to actively participate in fund development endeavors while also
enhancing giving from individual board members.
Experience identifying and recruiting effective and engaged board members that represent a
diverse range of demographics is preferred.
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Education and Certifications
Bachelor’s degree or equivalent combination of relevant education and experience required. An
advanced degree is preferred. Bilingual or multilingual a plus.

Procedure for Confidential Candidacy
Submit resumes or nominations, with assurance of confidentiality, to Berkhemer Clayton, Inc.:
Ben Lambert
Senior Vice President
Head of Higher Education, Healthcare, & Nonprofit Practice
ben@berkhemerclayton.com

Commitment to Diversity and Inclusion
Kiss the Ground and Berkhemer Clayton, Inc. are committed to a process that values diversity and
inclusion. We welcome all qualified candidates for consideration.
Kiss the Ground is an Equal Opportunity employer, and does not discriminate on the basis of race,
color, national origin, ancestry, religion, gender, sexual orientation, age, physical disability, mental
disability, marital status, veteran status, genetic information, or any other characteristic which may be
specified by law or organizational policy.
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